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an experiment involving the 1Seine hydrogen bubble chamber.
In counting experimente it ia possible to diatinsuish the K mesons from the much more copion.
pion nux by time-oi-night and C~renkov counter techniques.
Suchtechniques
could also be u8ed for bubble chamber re8earch.
However, the beam levels in the Bevat ron ( AI 2;( 10 11 protons per pulse) and the exi sting focusing equipment (S-in. -bore quadrupole len8es) aresuchthat the nwnber of K me.ona that could be guided from target tochamberi. much larger than the number the chamber can use. Under these circumstances it becomes highly ad.vantageous to increase the target-to-chamber distance 80 that, while a large fraction ol the K me80DS decayin flight, the intervening apace may be usedto effect a spatial separation ofthe K mesons from the pion background.
A beam of this character i8 described in the following report.
. ' This work was done under the au.pice. of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commi.sion. (lc) where P i8 the particle momentum in ev/e V is the potential applied to the . plates in volts, I and d are the length and separation ol the plates, respectively.
and. A i8 the deviation of (1/13) of the particle from 1/1'0. In the relativistic domain (pi.,. » 1), we have z Z a PI. t1
-""" 0 -v Po zp3 (3) where tJ.O i8 the maS8 of the particle to which Eq. (1) applies and "'1 is the ma..
of the particle to be dellected. In Fig. 1 
. There are many causes that tend to extend the region where particles t beyond the confines of the geometrica.l imale. Among these, the most important a.re the chromatic and nonlinear aberration. of the focusing quadrupole.. the multiple scattering of the particles as they pass through the exit thin window of the ace elerator. and the "halo" around the tar set due to decay. of pions a.nd strange particles.
For all these reaSOl1S it set1med desirable to stop the pions in an absorber and use the K-rne8on image as a source for another complete state of separation. This double saparation is shown in Fig. 3 .
In comparison with. say. simply doubling the length ol the spectrometer, this arrangement offers several distinct advantaaea.
The problem of scattered particles doe. not exist in the second stage in the same way a8 in the first atale.
Instead. one must be concerned only a.bout the possibility that at the second. slit.
the image of the lirst slit. which ie out.of-focU8 due to off-momentum scattered particle.
pas sing throup it, will overlap the second K-meaon lmaae.
Such particles
can be eliminated by a final bending magnet. The target halo naturally does not exist lor the second stage. Finally, the vacuum system required tor the spectrometer can be extended throujh the qua.drupole lense. all the way from one .Ut to the other.
Thus multiple scattering is eliminated as a source of und.esired. particles. When all these facto!'s.
were combined. the minimum expected number of K-/ 10 m.eson8 was 0.33 10 proton. for the aluminum target.
Spectrometers
A cross-sectional view of the velocity spectrometer is shown in Fig. 5 .
The coils are connected so as to generate a horizontal field; the waU. A and B 01 the iron box serveas pole laces, E and F as return paths. A sketch of the optical arrangement finally cho8en is 8ho~in Fig. 11 none can get throulh at all. This is aUllesteel by Fig. 13b . The purpose of the vertical collimator in the third quadrupole was to limit & ( Fig. 13&) Uranium block. were placed behind each of these magnetizeddevices to stop the deflected particles.
In the vertical plane the collimation system of the firat stale consi.ts of only one magnetized. iron (:ollixnator placed at the entrance to the first quadrupole and backedup by a uraniurn catcher at the center of the lens. The collimator faces were sloped to aim at the edges of the virtual tarlet.
In the horizontal plane particles far remove<1lrom the beam momentum a~.'e elimina.ted by two iron collimators placed ahead of the first quadrupole. Now, in orGel" tosteer K meson. throu.h the alita, the centel"
counters were firet placed in front of the elits, and the spectrometer currents required to steer pione through the system were note.. The 8pectrometer current.
were then increased. by a factor of 1.0765. correeponcUng to the ratio of pion and K-meson velocities. At the .am. time the triads were Gi8plac:ed accordic. to the known deflection sensit1vit.8 in such a way that the pion8 again struck the center triad counters. The apparatus was then tunec1lor K mesons and the triads servedas a pu1se-by-puls8 monitor ofpropersteering.
The ay8tem essentially amount. to using the piona a8 an electro8tatic voltmeter.
It remains to discus8 the results ofmeasurementsof the beam properties using the bubble chamber itself. The total K l1ux throulh the chamber was readily obtained by counting K decay. and divicUng by the well-known decay probability within the chamber (4.15%). Averaged over all kind. of operating / 10 conditions, the K flux during the experiment was 0.87 10 proton.. This .flux i8 rou8h1y three times that expected. Since this greater yield is not accompanied. by a better pion rejection than that precUcteci on the basis of Fig. 15 . it appears likely that the pion-flux e.tim~te u8edwas too conservative.
The K-meeon yield from the Ta tar let was ,y20'¥o higher than that from. the Al tar,et. The pion contaminations from the two target materials werethe same within errors.
The erOSB section for the production of 6 ray. with energy E,~5.83 Mev by a pion of -J 1.1 Bev / c ia 48 mb, while that for K. meSODS ie zero. Hence. when a track 18 observed which bas a 8 ray with ES~5.8) and then haa a nuclear interaction, thetrackcan be id.entified as being due to a pion. Then, by use of the approximate cr08. section of 43 rob for the production of visible two-pronged. 5 pion events given by Baggett, the total numberof pi ODSmay be deduced.
The \ \pion contaminations are given in Table I for two operatina conditions, . 11'ft) sharpuppereelge.
(b) PiODS of all momenta are uniformly distributed. in horizontal position in the chamber.
(e) Pions tend to enter tbechamber 1.5 em higher than the K m..one.
An examination of Fig-14 Legend.
. Fig. 1 Quadrupole 2".. c:
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